SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES AND FIGURES
Supplementary Table 1 . Maximal conductances for ionic currents (g x ) in the Courtemanche-RamirezNattel ionic model Courtemanche et al. (1998) of the atrial bilayer model without pAF.
Anatomical region
Maximal ionic conductances (pS/pF) Supplementary Figure 1 . Structural remodeling was incorporated probabilistically based on lategadolinium enhancement data. Mesh element edges were assigned as fibrosis from late-gadolinium enhancement likelihood data being either (A), averaged across 26 patients with pAF, or (B), directly from a single patient with a less dense and more sparse fibrosis distribution than the averaged population Cochet et al. (2015) . Split mesh element edges and removed elements in (A) and (B) are marked in black.
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